Announcements

**New Editor for Marginal Memos** — Sadie Brendalen will take over the post of Editor for *Marginal Memos* starting on Tuesday, January 19. Look for changes in the future as Sadie brings a new fresh look to *Marginal Memos*, one that will match other communication publications. Please send her your announcements for Marginals by noon on the days before publication (Monday/Thursday). I have enjoyed editing Marginals for the last 8 years, but now I will just enjoy reading them with interest. Thank you, Sadie, for agreeing to be the new Editor. ~ Ellen Carlson

**Martin Luther King, Jr. Day** — All University offices will be closed on Monday, January 18 in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr. The next issue of *Marginal Memos* will be on Friday, January 22.

Seminars in other Departments

**Health Policy & Management Seminar** — TODAY — Adam Leive, PhD Candidate, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania will present "Health Insurance Design Meets Tax Incentives: Consumer Responses to Complex Contracts" TODAY from 1:30–3:00 pm, A-110 Mayo Building. Adam Leive is a candidate for the Health Economist faculty position.

**Human Capital Research Collaborative Brown Bag Seminar** — Jed Elison, Assistant Professor, Institute of Child Development and a faculty member of the Center for Neurobehavioral Development, U of MN will speak on "Early Brain Development and Social Communication" on Tuesday, January 19, Noon to 1:00 pm in The Commons, Room 205, Humphrey School of Public Affairs. (West Bank)

The Human Capital Research Collaborative (HCRC) is a unique partnership between the University of Minnesota and the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis to promote effective public policies and programs for young people through multidisciplinary research on child development and learning. HCRC is jointly sponsored by the Humphrey School of Public Affairs and the Institute of Child Development, College of Education and Human Development.

**Health Policy & Management Seminar** — Christopher Whaley, PhD, University of California, Berkeley will present "Provider Responses to Online Price Transparency" on Tuesday, January 19 from 12:30-2:00 pm in D325 Mayo Building. (East Bank) Dr. Whaley is a candidate for the Health Economist faculty position.
Calendar

January 18
• All University offices closed in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

January 19
• Spring Semester begins

January 22
• Faculty meeting @ 1:30 pm, room 119
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